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Accurate switching is necessary to get reproducible pulses with minimal jitter from pulse power
equipment. On a 10 MV pulse power machine, Aurora, we have improved the triggering of the oil
closing switch in various ways. These include suppressing fast current oscillations during capacitive
charging of the switch electrodes, using a faster trigger pulse that acts only during a fraction of the
switch closure time, and localization of the arc. With additional use of the machine’s symmetry the
output pulses are now reproducible to better than 2% over the entire pulse shape, and the jitter is
reduced about twofold, to 5 ns. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!08301-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article studies the triggered breakdown of a la
V/n oil switch.1,2 The oil switch is the crucial element tha
determines the shape and timing of the pulse on Aurora3 a
nominal 14 TW electron accelerator. One of these switche
needed for each of Aurora’s four parallel Blumleins. Ea
Blumlein4 consists of a 7 m ~23 ft! diam outer shell with two
nested cylinders inside. The middle one is charged on a
crosecond time scale, and discharged on a 100 ns time s
through the switch under study here. A Blumlein pulse for
ing line gives the output pulse on a matched transmiss
line the same amplitude as the charging voltage. For Aur
the maximum voltage is about 12 MV, and the operatio
voltage is about 8 MV.

Aurora’s oil switch is aV/n field distortion switch, a
switch wherein the trigger electrode is charged to a cons
fraction (‘‘n’ ’) of the switch voltage (‘‘V’ ’). On Aurora
n.10, for a trigger voltage of about 0.8 MV. The switch
triggered by rapidly~;10 ns! discharging the trigger elec
trode through a smaller switch, here a conventional trigatr5

gas switch. An oil arc forms, which closes the switch.
This work is part of an ongoing effort to reduce Aurora

jitter.6–8 Other attempts to lower jitter tried to increase t
trigger’s voltage rate of rise,9 but the results were ambigu
ous.

Here the approach is to identify the parameters t
might affect switch closure time, and to control these para
eters as best we can. Controllable parameters are the vo
across the switch, and the voltage wave form on the trig
electrode during charging and triggering. More difficult
control is the current through the oil arc. The current cont
can be fixed by initiating a single arc, but control of the a
itself has so far proved elusive.

For gas switches, faster triggering and closure with
predefined arc are well-known ways to improve jitter. In A
rora’s original oil switch a fast trigger pulse was deliberate
avoided because it was thought that the trigger volt
should remain high while the switch is closing. Howev
once the arc is formed the trigger voltage turns out to
irrelevant. Likewise, the original switch wanted to trigg

a!Electronic mail: pereira@bra4a.nrl.navy.mil
b!Also with Berkeley Scholars, Springfield, VA.
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many parallel arcs to minimize the switch inductance. Ho
ever, in practice the switch closes with at most three para
arcs, and in positive polarity with only a single arc.10 A
single arc is unacceptable for low-impedance machines,
for Aurora’s relatively high impedanceZ.20V, a single arc
gives a sufficiently low inductance~L.300 nH! for an ac-
ceptable output rise time ofr5L/Z.30 ns. A bonus of a
single arc is that it produces a virtually identical pulse sha
on different shots, provided the arc is always in the sa
position.11

Besides technological interest in reducing jitter, stud
of triggered oil breakdown on a machine with Aurora’s si
accesses a parameter regime for electric breakdown of
uids that is unavailable elsewhere.12 Aurora’s arcs are 0.5 m
long, and carry currents on the order of 100 kA at 10 M
Related work13 is in a complementary parameter regime w
a much smaller scale, where many identical shots ena
fundamental work~such as Ref. 14 for nonpolar liquids, Re
15 for water, and Ref. 16 or 17 for perspectives!.

Here the motivation is technological~similar to Ref. 18!.

II. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the oil switch regio
The oil switch is the shaded region between a flat plate c
nected to the intermediate Blumlein electrode, and the h
surrounded by a torus in the inner electrode. The interme
ate Blumlein carries the high voltage, while the voltage
the inner Blumlein electrode is close to ground~i.e., the outer
electrode that is also the outer shell of the machine!. The
high voltage electrode of the switch is a flat plate about
cm away from the torus. Oil gives the entire volume a
electric constante r52.3. The gas switch, which triggers th
oil switch, is the structure on the cantilevered pipe in t
center. It consists of a hot electrode to the left, connecte
the oil switch trigger electrode, and a ground electrode to
right. The gas switch is triggered from outside the mach
through a cable~not shown!.

Voltage diagnostics in this region are capacitive mo
tors, shown at the numbered arrows. Probe 1 on the in
electrode looks atV̇s , the voltage on the oil switch hot elec
trode, while probe 3 looks mostly at the voltageV̇g on the
gas switch hot electrode. Probe 2 looks at the voltage on
trigger electrode,V̇t . The monitors are 12.7-mm-diam
/96/79(1)/508/9/$6.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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thumbtacks stuck into a female HN connector. At 10 k
cm ns or 1015 V/s m they give a healthy.125 V signal,
vastly exceeding the;10 mV noise. The calibration accu
racy is only about 25%. Calibration does not affect tim
and pulse shape, which are the principal quantities of inte
here. However, the absolute values of voltage or current,
especially power or energy, are not as reliable as we w
like.

On a sample shot, 8822, Fig. 2 surveys the time der
tive of the voltage on the oil switch trigger electrode,V̇t .
Charging takes from about21500 to 0 ns. In this time th
trigger voltage increases to about10.8 MV, and the switch
voltage to about 8 MV. The trigger’s average voltage rate
rise V̇t.0.25 kV/ns is too low to be seen. At trigger time
t50, the gas switch fires. Now the voltage derivative on
trigger electrode starts to oscillate approximately a

FIG. 1. Detail of the oil switch region. The numberedV̇ monitors look at~1!
the switch voltageV̇s , ~2! the trigger voltageV̇t , and ~3! the gas switch
voltageV̇g . The camera’s field of view is hatched.

FIG. 2. Overview ofV̇t on the trigger electrode during charging, after tr
gering, and after switch closure~positive polarity shot 8822!.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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damped sinusoid with a 120 ns period and 60 kV/ns am
tude. The oscillation lasts until the end of the switch ru
time, when the trigger connects electrically through a lo
arc to the high-voltage electrode, at about 300 ns. The sw
closes when the trigger connects to the ground electro
about 30 ns later at the downward spike onV̇t . These differ-
ent regimes forV̇t are now discussed in detail.

A. Charging of a V/n switch

A field distortion switch is designed such that the trigg
electrode remains in electrical equilibrium with the potent
in the switch medium while the switch is charged. In aV/n
switch the trigger voltageVt is determined by capacitive di
vision. That is,Vt.V0(Cc/CS), where V05V0(t) is the
charging voltage on the hot electrode andCc is the capaci-
tance between the hot electrode and the trigger. The cap
tanceCS is the total stray capacitance between trigger a
ground.

Figure 3 illustrates the potential in the switch region du
ing charging. The total stray capacitance to groundCS is
given by the computation of the potential. Conceptually,CS

can be split somewhat arbitrarily into the separate capa
tances as indicated, e.g., the capacitance from trigge
groundCt , or the capacitance from the gas switch to grou
Cg , and others. These individual capacitances can be e
mated analytically to some degree, but the coupling cap
tance between the trigger and the high-voltage electrodeCc

can be determined exactly. Between the hot electrode and
trigger potential lines are flat. ThereforeCc is an ideal flat-

g-

FIG. 3. Electric potential in the oil switch region after charging. Capa
tance symbols suggest the regions that define a circuit element.
509N. R. Pereira and N. A. Gondarenko
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plate capacitor, without edge effects. From the geome
Cc5ete0pR

2/( l2s!, with R the trigger electrode’s radiu
and l2s the distance to the hot electrode. Table I conta
representative values.

If the potential lines at the edge of the trigger electro
are more or less flat, as in Fig. 3, the voltage on the trig
corresponds to the potential in the surrounding oil. With
high voltage electrode atl and the trigger at a stickout dis
tances, the voltage on the trigger isVt5V0s/ l . Figure 4
showsVt/V0 as function of relative stickout distances/l . The
solid line corresponds to a constant electric field in
switch, without perturbations from trigger electrode or t
hole in the inner Blumlein electrode. The curved solid line
computed in the geometry of Fig. 3, for a trigger electro
with R50.3 m, small enough to go through the hole in t
ground electrode. In this case the trigger voltage is fin
even when the trigger is flush with the ground plate, ats/ l
50. The voltage increases with increasing stickout distan
until it is equal to the unperturbed potential at the equil
rium stickout distances0 , where the two curves intersec

TABLE I. Circuit elements in two switch designs.

Element
symbol

Large
switch

Small
switch

Cc ~nF! 0.03 0.012
Ct ~nF! 0.37 0.15
Cg ~nF! 0.12 0.1
Cs ~nF! 0.03 0.01
Cl ~nF! 0.03 0.01
Lt ~nF! 550 400
Ls1 ~nH! 30 30
Ls2 ~nH! 30 30
Lt ~nH! 80 80
Rt ~V! 0 20
Rl ~V! 0 20

FIG. 4. Normalized voltageVt/V0 on the oil switch trigger electrode a
function of the normalized stickout distances/ l , for a 0.5-m-diam trigger
electrode. The straight line is the unperturbed potential in the oil. The o
diamonds suggest the normalized voltage for the 1-m-diam trigger elect
that does not fit through the hole in the ground electrode.
510 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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Beyonds0 the trigger voltage remains lower than the unpe
turbed voltage.

The open diamonds suggest the situation for a swit
with a trigger electrode that has a larger radiusR50.5 m, too
large to pass through the hole. This is the size of the el
trode used in the original switch. When this trigger electro
approaches the ground electrode,s/ l→0, the capacitance be-
tween trigger and ground increases asCg} l /s. The trigger
voltage decreases to zero,Vt}s/ l , but faster than the equi-
librium voltage.

At the equilibrium stickout distances0 the voltage on the
trigger electrode intersects the equilibrium voltage at
angle. This angle would determine the tolerance in picki
the stickout distance if it were necessary to closely approa
electrostatic equilibrium. Aurora’s oil switch is very forgiv-
ing in practice, tolerating stickout distances of at least625%
arounds0 , without spontaneous breakdowns or losing trig
gerability.

A high electric field at the trigger electrode’s edge
often thought to be necessary for accurate triggering, a
trigger electrodes are frequently sharpened in an effort
guarantee low-jitter pulses. In contrast, we show below th
low-jitter triggering is possible with a dull trigger electrode
provided that a single trigger pin extends radially into th
region in between switch electrodes.

Avoidance of sharp trigger electrodes is motivated by t
following observations. The first shot on a freshly sharpen
trigger electrode usually triggers early. Presumably, this
because an unavoidable electrostatic disequilibrium in tr
ger voltage is sufficient to initiate oil breakdown during th
;2 ms charging phase of the switch. At a dull electrode a
the same voltage disequilibrium, the electric field is to
small to cause spontaneous breakdown during the charg
time. Then breakdown is initiated by triggering, resulting i
lower jitter.

Electrostatically, the trigger voltage is uniquely dete
mined from the capacitances, i.e., from the geometry, b
how good is the electrostatic approximation? Figure 5 is
equivalent circuit for the switch region. Capacitances ind
cated by the thick symbols have been discussed earlier:Cc is
the capacitive coupling between trigger electrode and t
high voltage electrode, and the total stray capacitance
groundCS5Cs1Cg1Ct . Here Cs is the capacitance be-
tween the two electrodes of the gas switch~which in Fig. 3
have 800 kV across them!, Ct is the capacitance between
trigger and ground, andCg is the capacitance from the ho
gas switch electrode to ground. SplittingCt andCg is some-

pen
rode

FIG. 5. Oil switch trigger circuit schematic.
N. R. Pereira and N. A. Gondarenko
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what arbitrary, because each contains an arbitrary part of
distributed capacitance for the stalk. A reasonable bound
between the two capacitances is suggested by the da
field line in Fig. 3. In terms of these capacitances the trig
voltage in the electrostatic approximation
Vt5V0/(CS/Cc11)5V0/n. The factorn5(CS/Cc11) is a
numbern@1 if the stray capacitanceCS@Cc .

Table I contains reasonable values for the different c
cuit elements, derived from a combination of computatio
and measurements. As an example, for the large sw
CS.0.45 nF whileCc.0.03 nF, andn.15. The maximum
trigger voltage is then about 0.5 MV, 1/15 of the nomina
;8 MV peak voltage across the switch.

Electrostatically, the low-voltage electrode of the g
switch is connected to ground by its support, the T-shap
structure on the right-hand side of Fig. 1, and by the das
lines that are in reality braid or copper sulfate resistors. In
circuit these elements are represented by the inductancLl
and the resistanceRl . Similarly, the inductanceLt represents
the stalk between the trigger electrode and the hot gas sw
electrode, andLs1 is the inductance accompanying the g
discharge in the switch. The rf cavity formed by the g
switch electrodes is mocked up byLs2 together withCs . In
later uses of the circuit the coupling capacitance can cha
with time, Cc5Cc(t), to represent the electrostatic comp
nent of arc propagation, whileLc represents the inductive
component. Closure of the gas switch is accounted for by
switchSg , and closure of the oil switch bySo , circuit com-
ponents whose resistance varies nonlinearly in time.

Deviations from electrostatic charging are evident in F
6, which showsV̇t on a fine scale during the pulse charg
Instead of the expected pulse charge wave form, a sinu
with V̇tg0.25 kV/ns between21500 ns and triggering a
t50, the signal is dominated by regular oscillations. T
maximum isV̇t>3 kV/ns, while the minimum is negative
about 1 kV/ns. The period is around 40 ns, with an additio
modulation of the envelope at about 700 ns. At triggerin
t50, the data go off-scale. Integrating over time gives t
voltage~dashed line!, whose overall shape corresponds to t
sinusoidal pulse charge. On top of this are fast oscillatio

FIG. 6. Time derivativeV̇t on the trigger electrode, on a sensitive sca
appropriate for the pulse charge~positive polarity, shot 8822!. Fast oscilla-
tions stand out. The same oscillations on the voltageVt5*dt V̇t ~the dashed
line! are difficult to measure directly.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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with DVt.20 kV, a few percent of the.500 kV trigger
voltageVt .

In principle the fast oscillations could affect switch tim
ing. In this case a part of the jitter would be proportional
DVt/Vt.4%. If the fast oscillation were the sole source o
jitter, the 4% voltage uncertainty might cause more than 4
uncertainty in switch timing, equivalent to a jitter of up to 1
ns for a 300 ns switch run time. In any case, it seems prud
to suppress any unintended oscillation in the trigger circu
or anywhere else for that matter. Shipman used resist
damping in the water switch on the Gamble II machine
NRL.2 Likewise, replacing the conducting stalk between th
trigger electrode and the gas switch with a resistorRt.20V
inside a nylon support stalk suppresses the fast oscillatio

B. Run time after triggering: Positive polarity

Once the switch is charged it is ready to be triggere
This is done by a pulse from the outside, which triggers t
nominal 1 MV trigatron gas switch. As seen in Fig. 2, closin
the gas switch att50 sets up a high-amplitude oscillation on
the oil switch trigger electrode, withV̇t up to 500 kV/ns and
a period around 100 ns. In 50 ns the trigger voltage chan
from approximately electrostatic equilibrium to twice th
voltage on the trigger, 2DVt.1.6 MV. The trigger electrode
geometry translates this voltage disequilibrium into a lar
~;100 MV/m! electric field that initiates breakdown in the
oil. Our data are insufficient to determine a breakdow
threshold.

Figure 7 comparesV̇t for shot 8822~the solid line! with
the voltage derivative on the trigger electrode computed
the node connectingCt andLt in the circuit for Fig. 5~the
solid circle!. The model and measurements are very clos
comparable with the differences from shot to shot. Clear
the circuit describes the electrical behavior during the r
time quite well until about 50 ns before oil closure at abo
300 ns, when different shots diverge. The current to the tr
ger electrode is estimated directly fromI5Q̇5CV̇ ~the
right-hand scale in Fig. 7!.

Based on the excellent agreement between the circ
model and the measurements at a single node, currents

le
FIG. 7. Comparison betweenV̇t on shot 8822 andV̇t from the circuit.
511N. R. Pereira and N. A. Gondarenko
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voltages throughout the switch region can be inferred fr
the circuit model. The dashed line in Fig. 8 is the circui
voltage on the trigger electrode. Despite the sharp corn
and other deviations from a sinusoidal shape in the deriva
V̇t , the trigger voltageVt itself looks like a slightly damped
sinusoid. This wave form is easily reproduced by a circ
that contains only a single capacitorCS and a single inductor
LS . Figure 5 shows the capacitors that make upCS in bold,
while LS.Lt1Ll .

Simplifying the circuits of Fig. 5 to an RLC circuit omits
the high-frequency components related to the various se
rate capacitances~Cg , Cs , and the like! that dominate the
voltageVg on the gas switch, the solid line in Fig. 8. Al
though these rapid oscillations should not influence
switch timing, they are important to the gas switch. Unfort
nately, the sensor facing the gas switch~No. 3 in Fig. 1! is
not specific enough for rigorous comparison between m
surements and computations. Only for the first 100 ns or
does theV̇g as seen by the sensor agree with the circ
computations.

Closing the gas switch suddenly, changing the resis
that representsSg in Fig. 5 from` to 0 in an infinitesimal
time, does not agree with the measurements. Instead,
proper closure rate and the proper final resistance mus
chosen. The gas switch resistance is represented as th
discharge member19 of a family of switch descriptions20 by

dR

dt
52

1

VG
2 tG

R3I 2S 12
R`

R D .
HereVG is a typical voltage across the switch~0.8 MV, say!
and tG is the corresponding time scale for resistan
changes. In this description the resistance decreases fro
initial valueR0 at time t50 to R0/2 after deposition of an
energy19W5 * I 2Rdt5 VG

2 tG /R0. Eventually the resistance
asymptotes toR` , here 5V.

Figure 9 compares V˙ t computed with the circuit for an
initial gas switch resistanceR05500V, and three values of
tG . The solid line is fortG53 ns, the closure time that bes
mimics the data~see Fig. 7!. The dotted line is for an idea
gas switch that closes in 0.1 ns, while the dashed line is

FIG. 8. VoltageV̇t on the oil trigger electrode in the circuit model~the
dashed line! and voltageVg on the gas switch~the solid line!. Both voltages
have their own frequency.
512 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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a switch with tG510 ns. The fast-closing switch show
spikes in V̇t that are absent from most measurements. Ho
ever, on rare shotsV̇t looks like the dotted line for a fast-
closing gas switch. On these shots the gas switch might h
closed faster than normal, perhaps because it was abou
self-fire. As expected. the slowly closing switch gives
smootherV̇t that decays faster than the measurements in
cate: no shots look like this.

The energy needed for initial breakdown,Wb

5 VG
2 tG /R0, isWb54 J for tG53 ns and 12 J fortG510

ns. Most of the energy dissipated in the gas switch is dep
ited in R` by the current through the gas switch~;10 kA
average! during the ; 300 ns run time. Approximately,
Wt.110 J fortG53 ns and 140 J fortG510 ns. The total
energy deposited in the gas switch can be reduced by lim
ing the current with the resistorRt . Such a resistor might
lengthen the time in between gas switch maintenance.

C. Run time after triggering: Negative polarity

In negative polarity, Aurora’s original bremsstrahlun
mode, the oil switch circuit behaves somewhat different
from the positive polarity shots discussed up to now. Due
breakdowns elsewhere in the system, positive polarity sh
use 86% lower voltage than the negative polarity sho
Therefore, positive polarity shots have a longer run tim
~.300 ns! than negative polarity shots. Figure 10 is theV̇t

on shot 8864—negative polarity. The switch run time
about 200 ns, as expected from the ratio between the M
charge voltages~negative 145 kV, positive 125 kV!.

The open circles giveV̇t computed from the circuit. In
negative polarity the computedV̇t disagrees substantially
with the measurements, which virtually overlap on nom
nally identical shots~except when approaching the closur
time!. The discrepancy might reflect additional current fro
activity in the oil that is specific to negative polarity.

Figure 11 is a time-integrated optical photograph of o
arcs in negative polarity. The fields of view~hatched in Fig.
1! includes the trigger electrode where the arcs are co
nected, and the ground torus about 5 cm away on the rig

FIG. 9. V̇t on the trigger electrode for different gas switch closure time
The solid line for 3 ns closure time best matches the data. An ideal swi
with closing time 0.1 ns~dotted line! gives overshoots, 10 ns closing time
~the dashed line! gives excessive damping.
N. R. Pereira and N. A. Gondarenko
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hand side. The partially light-reflecting high voltage ele
trode is about 50 cm away to the left-hand side. Four lo
arcs close the gap, while many partial arcs aspire to clo
but do not seem to get there. On the short side there
much larger number of short arcs. These come from the
side, but reverse path and end up at ground. The reas
that these arcs, with their sharp ends, are still close to gro
when the long arcs hit and the voltage reverses. Pos
polarity ~not shown! is different: only a single arc with man
branches bridges the switch gap, while at least 19 short
bridge the short gap. In both cases, negative and pos

FIG. 10. Comparison betweenV̇t on shot 8864 andV̇t from a circuit model.
The open dots that deviate from the measurements are for 0.03 nF tr
capacitor, the solid dots that agree include time variation in the capaci

FIG. 11. Open shutter photograph of arcs for a negative polarity shot.
tice the partial arcs in the large gap, and the many closing arcs in the s
gap. Closure is through only a few arcs.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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polarity, the switch closes fine, and the rise time of the outpu
pulse is acceptable. Apparently, in Aurora the number of arc
is not so important.

Figure 12 shows four frames with 10 ns worth of arcs
every 50 ns, as seen by Hadland 790 framing camera.21 The
field of view is slightly smaller than in Fig. 11. It includes
the trigger electrode close to the ground electrode on th
right-hand side, but barely misses the hot electrode on the fa
left-hand side. The pictures overlap vertially, with the one a
70 ns after triggering slightly to the right of the one at 120
ns. This is especially annoying for the pair at 170 and 220 ns

The first frame, 70 ns after triggering, has only a sliver
of light at the trigger electrode’s rim, seen end-on as a 1-m
high line. At 120 ns there is light up to 5 cm into the switch
gap from more than 20 arcs. The arcs are approximately th
same length, but the slightly longer arcs appear to be mor
luminous than the shorter ones. Again, 50 ns later all arc
have grown, but the longer arcs~with about 15 cm length!
have run away from their;5 cm shorter siblings. The switch
closes at 220 ns in the last picture. Only a few~here at least
one, but perhaps three! arcs reach the hot electrode across the
50-cm-wide gap, while most others remain far behind a
about 15 cm.

The optical length of the arcs as a function of time de-
fines an arc propagation speed. Early on the many arcs see
to propagate at about 1.5 mm/ns. Once a few arcs stand o
from the rest, as in Fig. 12 at 170 ns, the arc speed increas
to about 10 mm/ns. The arc speed defined by the light emis
sion is presumably correlated with the closure velocity of the
oil switch. For the closure velocityUav5l /t r , the literature

1,2

provides such estimates asUavl
1/4 . 80V1.6. Here the voltage

V is in MV, the switch gapl in cm, and the run timet r in ns.
The run timet r.12.5d5/4/V1.6 depends strongly on voltage,
decreasing from 300 to 240 ns as the Marx charge increas
from 125 kV ~for a positive shot! to 145 kV ~for a negative

igger
tor.

No-
mall

FIG. 12. Time-resolved photograph of a similar discharge. Four 10-ns-wid
optical pictures of arc triggering at 70 ns, slow arc development at 120 ns
arc growth at 170 ns, and switch closure at 220 ns~negative polarity, shot
8864!.
513N. R. Pereira and N. A. Gondarenko
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shot!. It is somewhat surprising that the run times scale t
well despite the polarity difference, because arcs in posi
and negative polarity do not look alike.

Aurora’s oil switch closing time~200 ns! is substantially
longer than estimated from the literature~.60 ns!. However,
the 60 ns estimate agrees with the 50–100 ns closure tim
the fast arcs. Extensive measurements9 in a planar geometry
like Aurora’s oil switch give fortc a different formula that
matches the data much better,

SV0

d D aE
0

tc
f ~ t !adt521 ns.

HereV0 ~in MV ! is the initial voltage between the two ele
trodes,d ~in cm! is the interelectrode distanced5 l2s, and
a is 1.3. The functionf (t) accounts for a possible time de
pendence of the voltage on time,V5V0f (t). Here the time
dependencef (t) . 1 1 d cos(vt) can be ignored because th
voltage change on the trigger electrode,DVt /V0.d cos~vt!
is small,d51/n&0.1. A change in voltage during the clo
sure time tc from the continuing pulse charge
DV0.V0(t1tc)2V0(t), can also be ignored.

Is the voltage on the trigger circuit affected by the ele
tric activity in the oil that is related to the visible arcs? Ar
are electrically conductive, and the front of an electrica
conductive region~which may or may not coincide with th
visible light! should be an equipotential surface. If a condu
tive front moves into the oil together with the arcs, the co
pling capacitanceCc should increase,22 perhaps inversely
proportional to a typical arc distance to the hot electro
The framing photographs show a continuous light front m
ing halfway into the gap over the first 100–150 ns af
triggering. The capacitance would increase twofold if t
light front were to be an equipotential surface. Afterwar
the light front remains stationary while one or two arcs ta
off. Individual arcs have little capacitance, but eventua
these arcs will form resistive paths. Their contribution is re
resented in the circuit of Fig. 5 through a variable resista
~shown as a switch! in series with an inductor,Lc .

The solid dots in Fig. 10 show what happens when
trigger electrode’s capacitanceCc(t) increases from 0.03 nF
initially to 0.09 nF after 100 ns. The circuit now matches t
data~the solid line! much better than the open circles for
constant~0.03 nF! trigger capacitance. The 0.06 nF increa
in Cc(t) makes the total capacitance of the trigger electro
go from about 0.4 to 0.46 nF, with a corresponding decre
in oscillation frequency of only 7%. Still, the current add
to the circuit,I (t)5Q̇5ĊcV0 , can be substantial because t
changing capacitance looks at the high voltageV0 , which in
a V/n switch isn.10 times larger than the typical voltage
in the trigger circuit.

The measurements are not accurate enough to deter
an effective capacitanceCc(t) from the added currentI c(t).
Still, the threefold increase of capacitance needed to m
the measurements does not contradict the twofold cap
tance increase inferred from the arcs’ light front: apparen
some effective equipotential stretches further into the
than the light.

When the arc reaches the hot electrode the space ch
disappears from the gap, and the gap’s electrical represe
514 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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tion should no longer be a capacitor but a~time-varying!
resistor in series with an inductor. This inductor,Lc in Fig. 5,
is about 350 nH. The average 7 nH/cm inductance over
50-cm-long gap corresponds to a single conducting chan
with a radiusr c and a return current radiusr r such that
ln (rr /rc). 3.5. These estimates seem compatible with the
tical pictures, but they are not precise enough to be analy
much further.

III. TOWARD MORE ACCURATE TRIGGERING

As is well known, triggering becomes more precise
increasing the voltage rate of rise on the trigger. This can
implemented by reducing capacitances and inductance
the trigger circuit to their lowest practical values, and
introducing a resistor that damps the trigger circuit. A res
tor has been implemented in a water switch on Gamble I
NRL designed by Shipman2 ~however, in Gamble II’s presen
oil switch23 the resistor is replaced by an inductor!. As dis-
cussed earlier, it might also help to suppress any fast os
lations during the pulse charge. These measures have t
with the electrical parameters of the trigger circuit.

Simple changes to the basic switch geometry of Fig
increaseV̇t more than twofold. Figure 13 comparesV̇t for
the original6,3 oil switch trigger geometry~dotted line! with
V̇t for the modified version of the switch~dashed line! that is
now Aurora’s standard. The solid line isV̇t for a switch with
the smaller trigger electrode and a single trigger pin and w
be discussed below.

In the original configuration the trigger electrode is co
nected with a;2-m-long axial cylinder to the high voltage
electrode of the gas switch. The low voltage electrode
connected by a similar pipe to a;4-m-long support struc-
ture: additional mechanical support is provided by isolati
straps that are not shown in Fig. 1. The return current str
ture represents about 2000 nH inductance,Ll in Fig. 5. This
large inductance results in a;200 ns oscillation time for the
trigger voltage, long enough to keep the trigger electro
under charge during the switch run time. This was though

FIG. 13. Comparison betweenV̇t in the three different switch geometries
the high-inductance original switch~the dotted line!, the standard switch
~the dashed line!, and the resistively loaded switch with a small trigge
electrode.
N. R. Pereira and N. A. Gondarenko
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be needed to keep the arcs propagating. Aurora’s standar
switch bypasses the 2000 nH inductor with shorting stra
These are dashed lines in Fig. 1, and the correspondingV̇t is
a dashed line in Fig. 13. Despite the voltage reversal on
trigger during the run time, the standard switch gives at le
comparable jitter to the original switch, approximately 8–
ns ~depending on maintenance, etc.!. A clear advantage o
the standard switch is that high electric fields inside the in
Blumlein are restricted to a much smaller volume, leav
room for other hardware such as mechanical supports for
Blumlein structure.

The highestV̇t to date, the solid line in Fig. 13, is
achieved by shrinking the size of the entire switch, within t
limits of the existing parts. The trigger electrode’s diame
is halved from 1 to about 0.5 m, so that the total capacita
of the trigger electrode is reduced from 0.44 to 0.17 nF~in-
cluding the stray capacitance!. In addition, the metal stalk
that supports the oil trigger electrode is replaced by a da
ing resistorRt.19V, later increased to 30V. The resistor’s
inductanceLt is minimized by reducing its length from abou
1 to 0.6 m. Through all these measures the peakV̇t increases
2.5 times. Moreover, the resistance suppresses the os
tions during switch charging.

When the jitter is a constant fraction of the switch r
time, the jitter decreases as the run time becomes smalle
Proto I at Sandia National Laboratory the jitter is about 4
of the run time.24 IncreasingV̇t and reducing the run time
were the principal thrusts in Aurora’s first jitter suppressi
efforts.9

Once the arcs are initiated, a further factor in the jitter
the reproducibility of the arcs themselves. In the stand
switch the trigger electrode is a 1 meter-diam disk with a
sharp edge, which gives rise to a two-dimensional arc p
tern, see Fig. 12 at 120 ns. In two dimensions any arc
two close neighbors, whose electric potential makes the fi
on a small arc smaller, but keeps the field large on an arc
sticks out. Therefore, the longest arc should grow faster t
the others: an array of arcs in two dimensions is unstable
any unstable situation low jitter is difficult to achieve. On
attempt at reducing any jitter from interfering arcs is to us
single arc, or possibly multiple parallel arcs that are far aw
from each other.

In pulse power machines with a low inductanceZ ~e.g.,
Z&1V! a single arc is not allowed, because its inductancL
is usually too high for an acceptable rise timet.L/Z. How-
ever, on Aurora withZ.20V there is no problem. Moreover
putting the single arc in the Blumlein’s symmetry plane giv
a highly reproducible output pulse.

With the small trigger electrode a single arc is initiat
with a 10–15-cm-long pin that sticks out sideways in t
trigger electrode’s plane. In order to avoid unintentional a
the trigger electrode is now rounded. An additional benefi
that a single arc propagates faster than multiple parallel a
giving a shorter switch run time.

The run time for small switch that initiates a single arc
about 120 ns. The original and standard switches~dotted and
dashed lines in Fig. 13! have much longer run times, abo
225 and 200 ns. These run times agree with measurem
on multiple-arc switches with Proto I and Aurora.25 From
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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these measurements the run time as function of peak volta
V ~in MV ! matches a simple scaling relation,tc5l /u with
the average closure speedu50.37 V with u in mm/ns. For a
peak pulse charge voltageV.8 MV the average arc speed is
3 mm/ns, and the run time over the 55 cm gap would b
about 185 ns. For the standard switch the run time is inde
tc.185 ns, 253longer than the jitter, withs.8 ns. How-
ever, the switch with the single point trigger is substantiall
faster, down totc.125 ns.

A shorter run time with a single arc is reasonably con
sistent with its.8 mm/ns apparent propagation speed, muc
faster than the.2 mm/ns speed of multiple parallel arcs tha
occur early on in the switches with sharp trigger electrode
If an arc were to propagate at a constant 8 mm/ns spe
starting at the trigger time, the closure time would be sti
lower, perhaps 60 ns. The ratio between the 125 ns run tim
and the 4 ns jitter remains about 25.

Switch run time appears to be correlated with the tran
verse size of the arc as it appears on the framing pho
graphs. Figure 14 shows the width of the single arc plotte
against run time. The definition of arc width is somewha
arbitrary, because it is hard to decide what separates arc li
from dark oil: the width was measured from the scanne
picture by an unbiased observer. The arc width appears to
well correlated with run time for the squares. These sho
have a large~10 ns! spread, and an electric field in the switch
gap that was on the low side, about 10% less than for t
shots corresponding to the circles. Even for these mu
tighter arcs, with smaller widths, there is a hint of a correla
tion. Five of these shots fall within an 8 ns window, for a 1s
jitter of less than 3 ns. Including all six shots gives a 13 n
window, and 1s jitter of 5 ns. Unfortunately, the single day
of shooting available for these measurements is not enou
to determine the jitter more precisely.

That the apparent arc width and the run time might b
connected is more or less understandable. Sometimes a w
arc originates in two parallel arcs propagating from the sam
initiation point. As is the case with the many arcs in th
two-dimensional switch, two parallel arcs have an electr

FIG. 14. The width of a single arc plotted against switch run time. Th
circles are for an average electric field in the switch about 10% higher th
for the squares.
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field at the arc tips that is lower than for a single arc. Th
resulting slower arc propagation speed could cause a la
closure. Other times a single arc appears to wander aroun
the switch gap, presumably taking longer to cross, ev
though it might have the same linear speed~or the same field
at its tip! as an arc that goes straight.

Once there is a single arc it might be possible to redu
jitter further by letting this arc follow a preselected path i
the oil, analogous to the straight lightning strokes that follo
a wire trailing a rocket or a laser-initiated conducting path.
preferred discharge path in the oil could conceivably be c
ated by drifting in a string of bubbles, a line of space charg
or a column of heated oil. We have not had the opportunity
implement any of these suggestions.

That various modifications to Aurora’sV/n oil switch
could be tested without any problem demonstrates that
switch is remarkably insensitive to deviations from the in
tended operational mode. The trigger electrode need no
be in exact electrostatic equilibrium, the trigger voltage ne
not be synchronized with arc closure, and the number of a
can vary from one to many. Therefore we do not expe
obstacles in testing further changes, such as a design
breakdown channel to straighten out the arc.

IV. CONCLUSION

A redesigned oil switch that starts a single arc in a de
ignated position is able to switch a nominal 10 MV Blumlei
with minimum jitter, putting most shots within an 8 ns win
dow. The switch design criteria appear to be valid, a
should be useful elsewhere. These include resistive supp
sion of fast oscillations that could cause unintended timi
variations, increasing the trigger voltage rate of rise by r
ducing capacitances and inductances, and making the sw
run time smaller.

In a high-impedance machine, closure with a single a
improves the output pulse substantially, especially when
machine’s symmetry is used to advantage. Further dow
stream in Aurora’s pulse forming network is a prepuls
switch, which has 12 self-breaking arcs in a circle. Firin
only two of these gives the most reproducible pulses, p
vided the single arc in the oil switch is placed in the sym
metry plane defined by the two prepulse arcs. This aspec
the work is presented elsewhere.11
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